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A perceptive reader sent me to the Wikipedia page for Clan Cumming in Scotland, which we find is
really Clan Comyn. I guess you see it already: Comyn=Comnene. These are the Phoenicians, linking
us to the recent book When Scotland was Jewish, by Jewish authors. Note the garter or belt in their
insignia, which of course links them forward to the Stanleys and Tudors. The Order of the Garter was
founded in 1348 by Edward III, but as you now see, it predated that by centuries. The Comyns came
over to the British Isles with William the Conqueror or before, since we are told they were Normans.
Just proving once again the Normans were Jews/Phoenicians as well. Edward was a Plantagenet of
course, but they too came from the Counts of Anjou, making them Normans. But through Matilde they
also come from King Aethelred of Wessex, and before that from Alfred the Great. Also from Malcolm
of Scotland, and before that Constantin, King of the Picts. Note the name Constantin, which links us to
the later Komnenes of Constantinople. All of the same family of world-conquering Phoenicians.
I will remind you of some more names: one of the first Comyns in Scotland was Richard, the
Chancellor of King David. As in King David of the Bible. Not the same guy, of course, but of the
same families. Richard's niece by marriage was Hextilda, daughter of King Donald Bain, son of
Duncan I. More names that are Jewish to this day. Think Donald Trump and Bain Capital. These
people really don't hide very well, since their names give them away immediately.
The Comyns were the most powerful family in the 1200s in Scotland. We are told in the encyclopedia
entries that the Comyns died out by the 1300s, but of course that isn't true. They just changed names
by continuing their lines with daughters instead of sons. Who did they become? You are going to love

this. First they became the Talbots, Earls of Shrewsbury, linking them to the Nevilles, Savilles,
Manners, and Cavendishes. But by about 1600 the male lines of the Talbots also failed, so the name
changed again, to. . . Howard. In 1606 Alethea Talbot married Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel, so
the Comyns became Howards at that point. His son married Elizabeth Stuart, daughter of the Duke of
Lennox, and their son became Henry Howard, 6th Duke of Norfolk. These are of course the Howards,
close cousins of the Tudors, about whom I have written many times.
The Talbots also spawned the Cliffords, the Comptons, the Dacres, the Whartons, the Sackvilles, the
Tuftons, the Vernons, the Mowbrays, the Greys, and the Dudleys. John Dudley, the 1 st Duke of
Northumberland, was a Comyn. Which means Elizabeth's favorite John Dudley was, like
herself/himself, a Comyn/Komnene. And do you remember who Dudley married? His cousin Douglas
Howard, a woman and also a Comyn.
Wikipedia tries to convince us the name Comyn comes from the French town Comines, but of course
they forget to ask who that town was named for. If we go to that page, they skip right over the
question, not even asking it. But now we know. Same for the town Bosc-Benard-Commin.
The Comyns were closely related to the Stuarts from the beginning, and they admit that, not only in
their close connection to William the Conqueror, but in their close connection to Alexander Stuart, son
of Robert II of Scotland and Earl of Buchan, who used the Comyn's castle at Ruthven as his home base.
There is also a link to the Gordons, since they later inherited the castle. The Stuarts continued to use
the castle as a base until the Jacobite uprisings in the 18 th century, when Bonnie Prince Charlie finally
lost it and it was destroyed. And do you remember Charlie's full name? Charles Edward Louis John
Casimir Sylvester Severino Maria Stuart. Note the name Casimir, which should look strange, along
with Louis, Sylvester, and Severino. He got the name Casimir from his mother, a Sobieski. They link
us to the Polish Vasas and Jagiellons we have seen many times before, who were also
Jewish/Phoenician.
In the French lines, the Comyns were descended directly from Guy de Lusignan, King of Jerusalem and
Cyprus, who was himself an Anjou. He was descended from many previous Kings and Queens of
Jerusalem, as well as from Morphia of Armenia, who was a Komnene, making explicit what what we
have assumed. The Counts of Anjou come from Tertulle of Anjou, or Tertullian, a Roman name. This
proves again what we have seen before: the Merovingians and other leaders of France came from noble
Roman lines, which were also Phoenician. See Tertullian, supposedly an early Christian author in
about 200AD, who just happened to be writing out of the Phoenician city of Carthage. Wikipedia
hedges on this, calling him a Berber, but then they admit Tertullian called himself “Poenicum inter
Romanos”, ie a Phoenician among Romans. He was the son of a ranking Roman centurion
(proconsularis) and trained as a lawyer, indicating he was upperclass. He looks like an early
schismatic, inventing himself in order to promote dissent. He tried to sell Montanism and may have
been excommunicated, which would confirm my assumptions here. His Jewish descendants are
running the very same scams today.
So who does this link us to today? Well, it links us to comedienne Whitney Cummings, which is no
surprise. She definitely looks like who she is, in my opinion. The name Whitney is probably also a
clue, since I would imagine she is a Whitney as well. Might also explain why she is really not funny.
Her father is a venture capitalist and she was born in DC. She is also a Weaver and an Ayers. Ayers
links her to Jennifer Aniston and back to the Salem Witch trials.

She finds herself very hot and is famous for flashing her private parts and going on Howard Stern and
talking about it. That's her level.
She is probably related to heiress Susan Cummings, daughter of billionaire arms dealer Samuel
Cummings. Susan allegedly murdered her boyfriend in 1997, was convicted, and served 57 days for
murder. Less than two months. So that was faked. Guess who she was represented by at trial. Blair
Howard. Just a coincidence, I'm sure. And his first name couldn't link him to Tony Blair. Another
way we know this was faked is that Dominick Dunne and Lori Pulitzer were among those writing
sensational books about it. Oh, and Susan has a twin.
Samuel Cummings came out of CIA as a weapons expert in the 1950s. No surprise there. He bought
up and resold WWII weapons on the private market, which should have been illegal, but hey, he was
CIA. The laws don't apply to them. Cummings armed both Batista and Castro, though the whole thing
was theater.
Also actress Quinn Cummings, who again has that signature look:

Also see Montreal billionaire and mogul Maxwell Cummings, who they at least admit was Jewish. His
full brother is listed as Nathan Komiensky, but they don't admit Maxwell was also a Komiensky on his
Wiki page. Weird. Of course Komiensky is just another variant of Comyn/Komnene. Their mother
was a Howe, though that is also scrubbed off Maxwell's page.
Also see billionaire John Cummings of Woburn, MA, who was a banker, senator, and tanner. He was
involved in the early years of MIT. These Cummings of the Salem area were also Goulds, Perkins,
Harwells, Nichols, and Rayners, proving they are the same as the Cummings/Comyns we were looking
at above. We can trace him directly back to John Comyn of Copford, Essex, England.
John Cummings was so wealthy his 3g-grandchildren are still philanthropists in that area, see Bill
Cummings of Tufts University, underwriting propaganda schemes there and in Rwanda and elsewhere,
while working with the Gates Foundation. Never a good sign.
Another from this family was Edith Cummings of Chicago, one of the Big Four debutantes around the
turn of the century along with Ginevra King—who we looked at in my paper on F. Scott Fitzgerald.
Poet E. E. Cummings also came from this family of Boston and Salem.
Also see Dominic McKenzie Cummings, Boris Johnson's Chief Advisor. He is the one that claimed
farm subsidies were for rich assholes, then got a big farm subsidy, proving that.
Also see fake physicist Fred Cummings, of the 1963 (year I was born) Jaynes-Cummings model that I
have personally destroyed. This is a two-level atom model with a quantum optical cavity, used to
explain “spontaneous” emission and absorption of photons. My diagram of the nucleus, by which I am
able to explain charge channeling by the nucleus, relegated Jaynes and Cummings to the dustbin, along
with hundreds of other very ugly and non-mechanical faux-models.
Also see the third governor of Colorado, the notorious crook Alexander Cummings. Besides being the
publisher of three large newspapers, including the New York World, Cummings was also a War
Department purchasing agent during the Civil War, but was so corrupt he was fired for profiteering!
T h e New York World ended up going to Joseph Pulitzer, where it became famous for yellow
journalism, but it had been known for that back to the beginning. It was a premier propaganda sheet
from the get-go, as you would expect from the people involved. I also point out that is the second time
the name Pulitzer has come up in this paper. Cummings was appointed governor of Colorado by also
notoriously corrupt President Andrew Johnson. He was soon forced to resign that position as well, due
to malfeasance and general corruption. To show what kind of man he was, Johnson then appointed him
as collector of internal revenue for Pennsylvania. That figures. But again, he was so corrupt the Senate
refused to confirm his appointment.
Also see Lt. Gen. Emerson Leroy Cummings, head of the US Army in Japan in the 1960s.
Also see Jacob Abbot Cummings, who was also an Abbot, of the Abbots of Boston. He was a major
publisher in the early 1800s.
Also see James G. Cummings, a fake white supremacist caught with a dirty bomb in 2009 when he was
shot by his wife and the FBI found (planted) all sorts of stuff in his house in Maine, including uranium
and thorium.

Also see MacLaren Cummings, who allegedly started a software company Mindshark out of his
dormroom at Cornell, supposedly leading to contracts with Forbes and GE. He graduated in 2001 and
immediately founded Terakeet, an online marketing firm, and just a few years later had Coca-Cola,
NBC, and American Express as clients. As you do. He later worked for the Hillary Clinton campaign.
Also see Captain Sir Mansfield Smith Cumming, first chief of British Secret Service, the original “C”.
He was the 2g-grandson of John Smith, director of the East India Company and the South Sea
Company, himself the son of Abel Smith, Nottingham banker we have seen many times. This links us
to the huge Titanic fake and its captain Edward Smith. Mansfield was not born a Cumming, but
married one and took her name, since she outranked him. She was heiress Leslie Cumming, daughter
of Lockhart Muir Cumming, Isle of Wight, also a captain in the East India Company. Lockhart married
his cousin Emily Cumming, daughter of Alexander Cumming. Alexander is scrubbed at
thepeerage.com, but he may be the son of the Alexander Cumming from Scotland who invented the
flush toilet. They pretend he came from nowhere, but he was actually a close friend and probably
relative of Archibald Campbell, Duke of Argyll.
Also see British Intelligence agent and writer Anne Cumming, who sold free love among many other
things until her death from AIDS in 1993. So the free love didn't really work out for her, did it?
Also see British general Hanway Cumming, allegedly killed by IRA in the Irish War of Independence
in the Clonbanin Ambush. Given what we have discovered here and what we already know about that
War of Independence, I think we may assume that was faked.
The Cummings family also has many prominent part-black members, as you will find if you do a
search.

